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Template Development Objectives
You will complete the following tasks during this stage of template development:

 ✓ Add and set up layouts.
 ✓ Modify the plot origin setting for new layouts.
 ✓ Add a border, title block, and revision history block.
 ✓ Include general notes.
 ✓ Add a viewport.

The next stage of template development involves creating and adjusting paper 
space layouts. Templates often include a variety of drawing-specifi c layouts depending 
on the purpose of the template. For example, an architectural template might contain 
a layout for a fl oor plan and a separate layout for an electrical plan. This allows you to 
prepare two separate drawings using a single fi le. Another example is a mechanical 
drafting template that includes layouts corresponding to different sheet sizes. The 
templates you create in this textbook focus on specifi c drafting disciplines and include 
general-purpose layouts that correspond to sheet sizes, set according to drafting 
industry standards. You will have to create additional layouts for specifi c applications 
and different sheet sizes.

Modifying the Plot OriginModifying the Plot Origin
To ensure that layouts and plot settings work with a variety of printers and plotters, 

consider setting the plot origin at the lower-left corner of the sheet, rather than the corner 
of the printable area. Access the Plot and Publish tab of the Options dialog box and pick 
the Edge of paper radio button to locate the plot origin at the edge of the sheet.

Mechanical Drafting—Inch Template Layouts
Follow these steps to add layouts to the inch-unit mechanical drafting template. 

The layouts are set according to ASME drafting standards and are appropriate for a 
variety of drawing projects. Page setup options may vary depending on the available 
printer or plotter.
 1. Open the Mechanical-Inch template fi le. Remember, you are opening the existing 

template fi le using the OPEN command, not creating a drawing based on a 
template fi le using the NEW command.

 2. Confi rm selection of the Edge of paper radio button in the Plot and Publish tab of 
the Options dialog box.

 3. Delete the default Layout2.

AutoCAD and Its Applications BASICS
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 4. Create a new A-size sheet layout according to the following steps:
A. Rename the default Layout1 to A-SIZE HORIZ.
B. Select the A-SIZE HORIZ layout and access the Page Setup Manager.
C. Modify the A-SIZE HORIZ page setup according to the following settings:

• Printer/plotter: Select a printer or plotter that can plot an A-size sheet.
• Paper size: Select the appropriate A-size sheet for a horizontal orientation 

(varies with printer or plotter).
• Plot area: Layout

• Plot offset: 0,0

• Plot scale: 1:1 (1 in = 1 unit)
• Do not check Scale lineweights

• Plot style table: monochrome.ctb

• Do not check Display plot styles

• Plot with plot styles

• Plot paperspace last

• Do not check Hide paperspace objects

• Drawing orientation: Select the appropriate orientation for a horizontal sheet 
(varies with printer or plotter). If necessary, pick the Plot upside-down check 
box to locate the origin exactly at the lower-left corner of the sheet.

 5. Create a new A-size sheet layout according to the following steps:
A. Create a copy of the A-SIZE HORIZ layout and place it to the right of the 

A-SIZE HORIZ layout (move to end).
B. Rename the default A-SIZE HORIZ (2) to A-SIZE VERT.
C. Select the A-SIZE VERT layout and access the Page Setup Manager.
D. Make the following changes to the A-SIZE VERT page setup:

• Printer/plotter: Select a printer or plotter that can plot an A-size sheet.
• Paper size: Select the appropriate A-size sheet for a vertical orientation 

(varies with printer or plotter).
• Drawing orientation: Select the appropriate orientation for a vertical sheet 

(varies with printer or plotter). If necessary, pick the Plot upside-down 
check box to locate the origin exactly at the lower-left corner of the sheet.

 6. Create a new B-size sheet layout according to the following steps:
A. Create a copy of the A-SIZE HORIZ layout and place it to the right of the 

A-SIZE VERT layout (move to end).
B. Rename the default A-SIZE HORIZ (2) to B-SIZE.
C. Select the B-SIZE layout and access the Page Setup Manager.
D. Make the following changes to the B-SIZE page setup:

• Printer/plotter: Select a printer or plotter that can plot a B-size sheet.
• Paper size: Select the appropriate B-size sheet for a horizontal orientation 

(varies with printer or plotter).
• Drawing orientation: Select the appropriate orientation for a horizontal sheet 

(varies with printer or plotter). If necessary, pick the Plot upside-down check 
box to locate the origin exactly at the lower-left corner of the sheet.

 7. Create a new C-size sheet layout according to the following steps:
A. Create a copy of the B-SIZE layout and place it to the right of the B-SIZE 

layout (move to end).
B. Rename the default B-SIZE (2) to C-SIZE.
C. Select the C-SIZE layout and access the Page Setup Manager.
D. Make the following changes to the C-SIZE page setup:

• Printer/plotter: Select a printer or plotter that can plot a C-size sheet.
• Paper size: Select the appropriate C-size sheet for a horizontal orientation 

(varies with printer or plotter).
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• Drawing orientation: Select the appropriate orientation for a horizontal sheet 
(varies with printer or plotter). If necessary, pick the Plot upside-down check 
box to locate the origin exactly at the lower-left corner of the sheet.

 8. Create a new D-size sheet layout according to the following steps:
A. Create a copy of the C-SIZE layout and place it to the right of the C-SIZE 

layout (move to end).
B. Rename the default C-SIZE (2) to D-SIZE.
C. Select the D-SIZE layout and access the Page Setup Manager.
D. Make the following changes to the D-SIZE page setup:

• Printer/plotter: Select a printer or plotter that can plot a D-size sheet.
• Paper size: Select the appropriate D-size sheet for a horizontal orientation 

(varies with printer or plotter).
• Drawing orientation: Select the appropriate orientation for a horizontal sheet 

(varies with printer or plotter). If necessary, pick the Plot upside-down check 
box to locate the origin exactly at the lower-left corner of the sheet.

 9. Create a new F-size sheet layout according to the following steps:
A. Create a copy of the D-SIZE layout and place it to the right of the D-SIZE 

layout (move to end).
B. Rename the default D-SIZE (2) to F-SIZE.
C. Select the F-SIZE layout and access the Page Setup Manager.
D. Make the following changes to the F-SIZE page setup:

• Printer/plotter: Select a printer or plotter that can plot an F-size sheet.
• Paper size: Select the appropriate F-size sheet for a horizontal orientation 

(varies with printer or plotter).
• Drawing orientation: Select the appropriate orientation for a horizontal sheet 

(varies with printer or plotter). If necessary, pick the Plot upside-down check 
box to locate the origin exactly at the lower-left corner of the sheet.

 10. Create a new E-size sheet layout according to the following steps:
A. Create a copy of the F-SIZE layout and place it to the right of the F-SIZE 

layout (move to end).
B. Rename the default F-SIZE (2) to E-SIZE.
C. Select the E-SIZE layout and access the Page Setup Manager.
D. Make the following changes to the E-SIZE page setup:

• Printer/plotter: Select a printer or plotter that can plot an E-size sheet.
• Paper size: Select the appropriate E-size sheet for a horizontal orientation 

(varies with printer or plotter).
• Drawing orientation: Select the appropriate orientation for a horizontal sheet 

(varies with printer or plotter). If necessary, pick the Plot upside-down check 
box to locate the origin exactly at the lower-left corner of the sheet.

 11. Follow these steps to add a border to each layout:
A. Make the Sheet layer current.
B. Select the A-SIZE HORIZ layout and make the following changes:

• Delete the default fl oating viewport.
• Use the INSERT command to insert the A-SIZE HORIZ BORDER fi le 

located with the Chapter 29 Drawing Files on the companion website. 
Use a 0,0,0 insertion point. Set the scale to 1,1,1 and rotation to 0.

• Access the Page Setup Manager and modify the page setup. Change the 
plot area to Extents and pick the Center the plot check box.

C. Select the A-SIZE VERT layout and make the following changes:
• Delete the default fl oating viewport.
• Use the INSERT command to insert the A-SIZE VERT BORDER fi le located 

with the Chapter 29 Drawing Files on the companion website. Use a 0,0,0 
insertion point. Set the scale to 1,1,1 and rotation to 0.
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• Access the Page Setup Manager and modify the page setup. Change the 
plot area to Extents and pick the Center the plot check box.

D. Select the B-SIZE layout and make the following changes:
• Delete the default fl oating viewport.
• Use the INSERT command to insert the B-SIZE BORDER fi le located with 

the Chapter 29 Drawing Files on the companion website. Use a 0,0,0 
insertion point. Set the scale to 1,1,1 and rotation to 0.

• Access the Page Setup Manager and modify the page setup. Change the 
plot area to Extents and pick the Center the plot check box.

E. Select the C-SIZE layout and make the following changes:
• Delete the default fl oating viewport.
• Use the INSERT command to insert the C-SIZE BORDER fi le located with 

the Chapter 29 Drawing Files on the companion website. Use a 0,0,0 
insertion point. Set the scale to 1,1,1 and rotation to 0.

• Access the Page Setup Manager and modify the page setup. Change the 
plot area to Extents and pick the Center the plot check box.

F. Select the D-SIZE layout and make the following changes:
• Delete the default fl oating viewport.
• Use the INSERT command to insert the D-SIZE BORDER fi le located with 

the Chapter 29 Drawing Files on the companion website. Use a 0,0,0 
insertion point. Set the scale to 1,1,1 and rotation to 0.

• Access the Page Setup Manager and modify the page setup. Change the 
plot area to Extents and pick the Center the plot check box.

G. Select the F-SIZE layout and make the following changes:
• Delete the default fl oating viewport.
• Use the INSERT command to insert the F-SIZE BORDER fi le located with 

the Chapter 29 Drawing Files on the companion website. Use a 0,0,0 
insertion point. Set the scale to 1,1,1 and rotation to 0.

• Access the Page Setup Manager and modify the page setup. Change the 
plot area to Extents and pick the Center the plot check box.

H. Select the E-SIZE layout and make the following changes:
• Delete the default fl oating viewport.
• Use the INSERT command to insert the E-SIZE BORDER fi le located with 

the Chapter 29 Drawing Files on the companion website. Use a 0,0,0 
insertion point. Set the scale to 1,1,1 and rotation to 0.

• Access the Page Setup Manager and modify the page setup. Change the 
plot area to Extents and pick the Center the plot check box.

 12. Follow these steps to add a title block to each layout:
A. Make the Sheet layer current.
B. Select the A-SIZE HORIZ layout.
C. Use the INSERT command to insert the TITLE BLOCK ABC fi le located with 

the Chapter 29 Drawing Files on the companion website. Use object snaps to 
insert the block at the lower-right corner of the border. Set the scale to 1,1,1 
and rotation to 0. Enter appropriate values for block attributes.

D. Select the A-SIZE VERT layout.
E. Use the INSERT command to insert the TITLE BLOCK ABC fi le located with 

the Chapter 29 Drawing Files on the companion website. Use object snaps to 
insert the block at the lower-right corner of the border. Set the scale to 1,1,1 
and rotation to 0. Enter appropriate values for block attributes.

F. Select the B-SIZE layout.
G. Use the INSERT command to insert the TITLE BLOCK ABC fi le located with 

the Chapter 29 Drawing Files on the companion website. Use object snaps to 
insert the block at the lower-right corner of the border. Set the scale to 1,1,1 
and rotation to 0. Enter appropriate values for block attributes.
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H. Select the C-SIZE layout.
I. Use the INSERT command to insert the TITLE BLOCK ABC fi le located with 

the Chapter 29 Drawing Files on the companion website. Use object snaps to 
insert the block at the lower-right corner of the border. Set the scale to 1,1,1 
and rotation to 0. Enter appropriate values for block attributes.

J. Select the D-SIZE layout.
K. Use the INSERT command to insert the TITLE BLOCK DFE fi le located with 

the Chapter 29 Drawing Files on the companion website. Use object snaps to 
insert the block at the lower-right corner of the border. Set the scale to 1,1,1 
and rotation to 0. Enter appropriate values for block attributes.

L. Select the F-SIZE layout.
M. Use the INSERT command to insert the TITLE BLOCK DFE fi le located with 

the Chapter 29 Drawing Files on the companion website. Use object snaps to 
insert the block at the lower-right corner of the border. Set the scale to 1,1,1 
and rotation to 0. Enter appropriate values for block attributes.

N. Select the E-SIZE layout.
O. Use the INSERT command to insert the TITLE BLOCK DFE fi le located with 

the Chapter 29 Drawing Files on the companion website. Use object snaps to 
insert the block at the lower-right corner of the border. Set the scale to 1,1,1 
and rotation to 0. Enter appropriate values for block attributes.

 13. Follow these steps to add a revision history block to each layout:
A. Make the Sheet layer current.
B. Select the A-SIZE HORIZ layout.
C. Use the INSERT command to insert the REV HISTORY BLOCK fi le located with 

the Chapter 29 Drawing Files on the companion website. Use object snaps to 
insert the block at the upper-right corner of the border. Set the scale to 1,1,1 
and rotation to 0. Enter appropriate values for block attributes.

D. Select the A-SIZE VERT layout.
E. Use the INSERT command to insert the REV HISTORY BLOCK fi le located with 

the Chapter 29 Drawing Files on the companion website. Use object snaps to 
insert the block at the upper-right corner of the border. Set the scale to 1,1,1 
and rotation to 0. Enter appropriate values for block attributes.

F. Select the B-SIZE layout.
G. Use the INSERT command to insert the REV HISTORY BLOCK fi le located with 

the Chapter 29 Drawing Files on the companion website. Use object snaps to 
insert the block at the upper-right corner of the border. Set the scale to 1,1,1 
and rotation to 0. Enter appropriate values for block attributes.

H. Select the C-SIZE layout.
I. Use the INSERT command to insert the REV HISTORY BLOCK fi le located with 

the Chapter 29 Drawing Files on the companion website. Use object snaps to 
insert the block at the upper-right corner of the border. Set the scale to 1,1,1 
and rotation to 0. Enter appropriate values for block attributes.

J. Select the D-SIZE layout.
K. Use the INSERT command to insert the REV HISTORY BLOCK fi le located with 

the Chapter 29 Drawing Files on the companion website. Use object snaps to 
insert the block at the upper-right corner of the border. Set the scale to 1,1,1 
and rotation to 0. Enter appropriate values for block attributes.

L. Select the F-SIZE layout.
M. Use the INSERT command to insert the REV HISTORY BLOCK fi le located with 

the Chapter 29 Drawing Files on the companion website. Use object snaps to 
insert the block at the upper-right corner of the border. Set the scale to 1,1,1 
and rotation to 0. Enter appropriate values for block attributes.

N. Select the E-SIZE layout.
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O. Use the INSERT command to insert the REV HISTORY BLOCK fi le located with 
the Chapter 29 Drawing Files on the companion website. Use object snaps to 
insert the block at the upper-right corner of the border. Set the scale to 1,1,1 
and rotation to 0. Enter appropriate values for block attributes.

 14. Add the following general notes to each layout using multiline text. Place all text 
on the Text layer. The word NOTES: is 0.24″ high and the notes are 0.12″ high. Use 
multiline text numbering and lower-left justifi cation. On the horizontal A-size 
sheet, the lower left corner of the notes is at 1.25,3.0. On the vertical A-size sheet, 
the lower left corner of the notes is at 1.0,5.0. On the B-, C-, D-, F-, and E-size 
sheets, the notes are 0.5″ from the bottom and left edges of the border.

NOTES:

1. DIMENSIONING AND TOLERANCING PER ASME Y14.5-2009.

2. REMOVE ALL BURRS AND SHARP EDGES.

 15. Follow these steps to add a single viewport to each layout:
A. Make the Viewport layer current.
B. Select the A-SIZE HORIZ layout.
C. Create a single viewport with a lower-left corner at 1.0,4.25 and an upper-right 

corner at 10.0,7.0.
D. Select the A-SIZE VERT layout.
E. Create a single viewport with a lower-left corner at 1.0,6.25 and an upper-right 

corner at 7.5,9.5.
F. Select the B-SIZE layout.
G. Create a single viewport with a lower-left corner at 1.25,3.25 and an upper-right 

corner at 15.75,9.25.
H. Select the C-SIZE layout.
I. Create a single viewport with a lower-left corner at 1.25,3.75 and an upper-right 

corner at 20.75,15.25.
J. Select the D-SIZE layout.
K. Create a single viewport with a lower-left corner at 1.25,3.75 and an upper-right 

corner at 32.75,20.5.
L. Select the F-SIZE layout.
O. Create a single viewport with a lower-left corner at 1.25,3.75 and an upper-right 

corner at 38.75,26.25.
N. Select the E-SIZE layout.
M. Create a single viewport with a lower-left corner at 1.25,3.75 and an upper-right 

corner at 42.75,32.25.
 16. Resave and close the template fi le.

Mechanical Drafting—Metric Template Layouts
Follow these steps to add layouts to the metric mechanical drafting template. The 

layouts are set according to ASME drafting standards and are appropriate for a variety 
of drawing projects. Page setup options may vary depending on the available printer 
or plotter.
 1. Open the Mechanical-Metric template fi le. Remember, you are opening the existing 

template fi le using the OPEN command, not creating a drawing based on a 
template fi le using the NEW command.

 2. Confi rm selection of the Edge of paper radio button in the Plot and Publish tab of 
the Options dialog box.

 3. Delete the default Layout2.
 4. Create a new A4-size sheet layout according to the following steps:

A. Rename the default Layout1 to A4-SIZE.
B. Select the A4-SIZE layout and access the Page Setup Manager.
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C. Modify the A4-SIZE page setup according to the following settings:
• Printer/plotter: Select a printer or plotter that can plot an A4-size sheet.
• Paper size: Select the appropriate A4-size sheet for a horizontal 

orientation (varies with printer or plotter).
• Plot area: Layout

• Plot origin: 0,0

• Plot scale: 1:1 (1 mm = 1 unit)
• Do not check Scale lineweights

• Plot style table: monochrome.ctb

• Do not check Display plot styles

• Plot with plot styles

• Plot paperspace last

• Do not check Hide paperspace objects

• Drawing orientation: Select the appropriate orientation for a horizontal sheet 
(varies with printer or plotter). If necessary, pick the Plot upside-down check 
box to locate the origin exactly at the lower-left corner of the sheet.

 5. Create a new A3-size sheet layout according to the following steps:
A. Create a copy of the A4-SIZE layout and place it to the right of the A4-SIZE 

layout (move to end).
B. Rename the default A4-SIZE (2) to A3-SIZE.
C. Select the A3-SIZE layout and access the Page Setup Manager.
D. Make the following changes to the A3-SIZE page setup:

• Printer/plotter: Select a printer or plotter that can plot an A3-size sheet.
• Paper size: Select the appropriate A3-size sheet for a horizontal 

orientation (varies with printer or plotter).
• Drawing orientation: Select the appropriate orientation for a horizontal sheet 

(varies with printer or plotter). If necessary, pick the Plot upside-down check 
box to locate the origin exactly at the lower-left corner of the sheet.

 6. Create a new A2-size sheet layout according to the following steps:
A. Create a copy of the A3-SIZE layout and place it to the right of the A3-SIZE 

layout (move to end).
B. Rename the default A3-SIZE (2) to A2-SIZE.
C. Select the A2-SIZE layout and access the Page Setup Manager.
D. Make the following changes to the A2-SIZE page setup:

• Printer/plotter: Select a printer or plotter that can plot an A2-size sheet.
• Paper size: Select the appropriate A2-size sheet for a horizontal 

orientation (varies with printer or plotter).
• Drawing orientation: Select the appropriate orientation for a horizontal sheet 

(varies with printer or plotter). If necessary, pick the Plot upside-down check 
box to locate the origin exactly at the lower-left corner of the sheet.

 7. Create a new A1-size sheet layout according to the following steps:
A. Create a copy of the A2-SIZE layout and place it to the right of the A2-SIZE 

layout (move to end).
B. Rename the default A2-SIZE (2) to A1-SIZE.
C. Select the A1-SIZE layout and access the Page Setup Manager.
D. Make the following changes to the A1-SIZE page setup:

• Printer/plotter: Select a printer or plotter that can plot an A1-size sheet.
• Paper size: Select the appropriate A1-size sheet for a horizontal 

orientation (varies with printer or plotter).
• Drawing orientation: Select the appropriate orientation for a horizontal sheet 

(varies with printer or plotter). If necessary, pick the Plot upside-down check 
box to locate the origin exactly at the lower-left corner of the sheet.
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 8. Create a new A0-size sheet layout according to the following steps:
A. Create a copy of the A1-SIZE layout and place it to the right of the A1-SIZE 

layout (move to end).
B. Rename the default A1-SIZE (2) to A0-SIZE.
C. Select the A0-SIZE layout and access the Page Setup Manager.
D. Make the following changes to the A0-SIZE page setup:

• Printer/plotter: Select a printer or plotter that can plot an A0-size sheet.
• Paper size: Select the appropriate A0-size sheet for a horizontal 

orientation (varies with printer or plotter).
• Drawing orientation: Select the appropriate orientation for a horizontal sheet 

(varies with printer or plotter). If necessary, pick the Plot upside-down check 
box to locate the origin exactly at the lower-left corner of the sheet.

 9. Follow these steps to add a border to each layout:
A. Make the Sheet layer current.
B. Select the A4-SIZE layout and make the following changes:

• Delete the default fl oating viewport.
• Use the INSERT command to insert the A4-SIZE BORDER fi le located with 

the Chapter 29 Drawing Files on the companion website. Use a 0,0,0 
insertion point. Set the scale to 1,1,1 and rotation to 0.

• Access the Page Setup Manager and modify the page setup. Change the 
plot area to Extents and pick the Center the plot check box.

C. Select the A3-SIZE layout and make the following changes:
• Delete the default fl oating viewport.
• Use the INSERT command to insert the A3-SIZE BORDER fi le located with 

the Chapter 29 Drawing Files on the companion website. Use a 0,0,0 
insertion point. Set the scale to 1,1,1 and rotation to 0.

• Access the Page Setup Manager and modify the page setup. Change the 
plot area to Extents and pick the Center the plot check box.

D. Select the A2-SIZE layout and make the following changes:
• Delete the default fl oating viewport.
• Use the INSERT command to insert the A2-SIZE BORDER fi le located with 

the Chapter 29 Drawing Files on the companion website. Use a 0,0,0 
insertion point. Set the scale to 1,1,1 and rotation to 0.

• Access the Page Setup Manager and modify the page setup. Change the 
plot area to Extents and pick the Center the plot check box.

E. Select the A1-SIZE layout and make the following changes:
• Delete the default fl oating viewport.
• Use the INSERT command to insert the A1-SIZE BORDER fi le located with 

the Chapter 29 Drawing Files on the companion website. Use a 0,0,0 
insertion point. Set the scale to 1,1,1 and rotation to 0.

• Access the Page Setup Manager and modify the page setup. Change the 
plot area to Extents and pick the Center the plot check box.

F. Select the A0-SIZE layout and make the following changes:
• Delete the default fl oating viewport.
• Use the INSERT command to insert the A0-SIZE BORDER fi le located with 

the Chapter 29 Drawing Files on the companion website. Use a 0,0,0 
insertion point. Set the scale to 1,1,1 and rotation to 0.

• Access the Page Setup Manager and modify the page setup. Change the 
plot area to Extents and pick the Center the Plot check box.

 10. Follow these steps to add a title block to each layout:
A. Make the Sheet layer current.
B. Select the A4-SIZE layout.
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C. Use the INSERT command to insert the TITLE BLOCK A4A3A2 fi le located with 
the Chapter 29 Drawing Files on the companion website. Use object snaps to 
insert the block at the lower-right corner of the border. Set the scale to 1,1,1 
and rotation to 0. Enter appropriate values for block attributes.

D. Select the A3-SIZE layout.
E. Use the INSERT command to insert the TITLE BLOCK A4A3A2 fi le located with 

the Chapter 29 Drawing Files on the companion website. Use object snaps to 
insert the block at the lower-right corner of the border. Set the scale to 1,1,1 
and rotation to 0. Enter appropriate values for block attributes.

F. Select the A2-SIZE layout.
G. Use the INSERT command to insert the TITLE BLOCK A4A3A2 fi le located with 

the Chapter 29 Drawing Files on the companion website. Use object snaps to 
insert the block at the lower-right corner of the border. Set the scale to 1,1,1 
and rotation to 0. Enter appropriate values for block attributes.

H. Select the A1-SIZE layout.
I. Use the INSERT command to insert the TITLE BLOCK A1A0 fi le located with 

the Chapter 29 Drawing Files on the companion website. Use object snaps to 
insert the block at the lower-right corner of the border. Set the scale to 1,1,1 
and rotation to 0. Enter appropriate values for block attributes.

J. Select the A0-SIZE layout.
K. Use the INSERT command to insert the TITLE BLOCK A1A0 fi le located with 

the Chapter 29 Drawing Files on the companion website. Use object snaps to 
insert the block at the lower-right corner of the border. Set the scale to 1,1,1 
and rotation to 0. Enter appropriate values for block attributes.

 11. Follow these steps to add a revision history block to each layout:
A. Make the Sheet layer current.
B. Select the A4-SIZE layout.
C. Use the INSERT command to insert the REV HISTORY BLOCK METRIC fi le 

located with the Chapter 29 Drawing Files on the companion website. Use 
object snaps to insert the block at the upper-right corner of the border. Set the 
scale to 1,1,1 and rotation to 0. Enter appropriate values for block attributes.

D. Select the A3-SIZE layout.
E. Use the INSERT command to insert the REV HISTORY BLOCK METRIC fi le 

located with the Chapter 29 Drawing Files on the companion website. Use 
object snaps to insert the block at the upper-right corner of the border. Set the 
scale to 1,1,1 and rotation to 0. Enter appropriate values for block attributes.

F. Select the A2-SIZE layout.
G. Use the INSERT command to insert the REV HISTORY BLOCK METRIC fi le 

located with the Chapter 29 Drawing Files on the companion website. Use 
object snaps to insert the block at the upper-right corner of the border. Set the 
scale to 1,1,1 and rotation to 0. Enter appropriate values for block attributes.

H. Select the A1-SIZE layout.
I. Use the INSERT command to insert the REV HISTORY BLOCK METRIC fi le 

located with the Chapter 29 Drawing Files on the companion website. Use 
object snaps to insert the block at the upper-right corner of the border. Set the 
scale to 1,1,1 and rotation to 0. Enter appropriate values for block attributes.

J. Select the A0-SIZE layout.
K. Use the INSERT command to insert the REV HISTORY BLOCK METRIC fi le 

located with the Chapter 29 Drawing Files on the companion website. Use 
object snaps to insert the block at the upper-right corner of the border. Set the 
scale to 1,1,1 and rotation to 0. Enter appropriate values for block attributes.
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 12. Add the following general notes to each layout using multiline text. Place all text 
on the Text layer. The word NOTES: is 6.0 mm high and the notes are 3.0 mm 
high. Use multiline text numbering and lower-left justifi cation. On the A4-size 
sheet, the notes are placed 13 mm above the title block, aligned with the left title 
block edge. On the A3-, A2-, A1- and A0-size sheets, the notes are 13 mm from the 
bottom and left edges of the border.

NOTES:

1. DIMENSIONING AND TOLERANCING PER ASME Y14.5-2009.

2. REMOVE ALL BURRS AND SHARP EDGES.

 13. Follow these steps to add a single viewport to each layout:
A. Make the Viewport layer current.
B. Select the A4-SIZE layout.
C. Create a single viewport with a lower-left corner at 28,113 and an upper-right 

corner at 269,170.
D. Select the A3-SIZE layout.
E. Create a single viewport with a lower-left corner at 28,82 and an upper-right 

corner at 392,257.
F. Select the A2-SIZE layout.
G. Create a single viewport with a lower-left corner at 33,87 and an upper-right 

corner at 561,375.
H. Select the A1-SIZE layout.
I. Create a single viewport with a lower-left corner at 38,104 and an upper-right 

corner at 803,544.
J. Select the A0-SIZE layout.
K. Create a single viewport with a lower-left corner at 38,104 and an upper-right 

corner at 1151,791.
 14. Resave and close the template fi le.

Architectural Drafting—US Customary Template Layouts
Follow these steps to add layouts to the US Customary architectural drafting 

template. The layouts are set according to appropriate drafting standards and are 
appropriate for a variety of drawing projects and for developing drawing-specifi c 
templates. Page setup options may vary depending on the available printer or plotter.
 1. Open the Architectural-US template fi le. Remember, you are opening the existing 

template fi le using the OPEN command, not creating a drawing based on a 
template fi le using the NEW command.

 2. Confi rm selection of the Edge of paper radio button in the Plot and Publish tab of 
the Options dialog box.

 3. Delete the default Layout2.
 4. Create a new architectural C-size sheet layout according to the following steps:

A. Rename the default Layout1 to ARCH C-SIZE.
B. Select the ARCH C-SIZE layout and access the Page Setup Manager.
C. Modify the ARCH C-SIZE page setup according to the following settings:

• Printer/plotter: Select a printer or plotter that can plot an architectural 
C-size sheet.

• Paper size: Select the appropriate architectural C-size sheet for a 
horizontal orientation (varies with printer or plotter).

• Plot area: Layout

• Plot origin: 0,0

• Plot scale: 1:1 (1 in = 1 unit)
• Do not check Scale lineweights
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• Plot style table: monochrome.ctb

• Do not check Display plot styles

• Plot with plot styles

• Plot paperspace last

• Do not check Hide paperspace objects

• Drawing orientation: Select the appropriate orientation for a horizontal sheet 
(varies with printer or plotter). If necessary, pick the Plot upside-down check 
box to locate the origin exactly at the lower-left corner of the sheet.

 5. Create a new architectural D-size sheet layout according to the following steps:
A. Create a copy of the ARCH C-SIZE layout and place it to the right of the 

ARCH C-SIZE layout (move to end).
B. Rename the default ARCH C-SIZE (2) to ARCH D-SIZE.
C. Select the ARCH D-SIZE layout and access the Page Setup Manager.
D. Make the following changes to the ARCH D-SIZE page setup:

• Printer/plotter: Select a printer or plotter that can plot an architectural 
D-size sheet.

• Paper size: Select the appropriate architectural D-size sheet for a 
horizontal orientation (varies with printer or plotter).

• Drawing orientation: Select the appropriate orientation for a horizontal sheet 
(varies with printer or plotter). If necessary, pick the Plot upside-down check 
box to locate the origin exactly at the lower-left corner of the sheet.

 6. Follow these steps to add a border and title block to each layout:
A. Make the A-ANNO-TTBL layer current.
B. Select the ARCH C-SIZE layout and make the following changes:

• Delete the default fl oating viewport.
• Use the INSERT command to insert the ARCH-C-TITLE fi le located with 

the Chapter 29 Drawing Files on the companion website. Use a 0,0,0 
insertion point. Set the scale to 1,1,1 and rotation to 0.

• Access the Page Setup Manager and modify the page setup. Change the 
plot area to Extents and pick the Center the plot check box.

C. Select the ARCH D-SIZE layout and make the following changes:
• Delete the default fl oating viewport.
• Use the INSERT command to insert the ARCH-D-TITLE fi le located with 

the Chapter 29 Drawing Files on the companion website. Use a 0,0,0 
insertion point. Set the scale to 1,1,1 and rotation to 0.

• Access the Page Setup Manager and modify the page setup. Change the 
plot area to Extents and pick the Center the plot check box.

 7. Follow these steps to add a single viewport to each layout:
A. Make the A-ANNO-NPLT layer current.
B. Select the ARCH C-SIZE layout.
C. Create a single viewport with a lower-left corner at 2″,1 1/4″ and an upper-right 

corner at 1′-8″, 1′-4 3/4″.
D. Select the ARCH D-SIZE layout.
E. Create a single viewport with a lower-left corner at 2″,1 1/4″ and an upper-right 

corner at 2′-8″,1′-10 3/4″.
 8. Resave and close the template fi le.
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Architectural Drafting—Metric Template Layouts
Follow these steps to add layouts to the metric architectural drafting template. The 

layouts are set according to appropriate drafting standards and are appropriate for a 
variety of drawing projects and for developing drawing-specifi c templates. Page setup 
options may vary depending on the available printer or plotter.
 1. Open the Architectural-Metric template fi le. Remember, you are opening the existing 

template fi le using the OPEN command, not creating a drawing based on a 
template fi le using the NEW command.

 2. Confi rm selection of the Edge of paper radio button in the Plot and Publish tab of 
the Options dialog box.

 3. Delete the default Layout2.
 4. Create a new A2-size sheet layout according to the following steps:

A. Rename the default Layout1 to A2-SIZE.
B. Select the A2-SIZE layout and access the Page Setup Manager.
C. Modify the A2-SIZE page setup according to the following settings:

• Printer/plotter: Select a printer or plotter that can plot an A2-size sheet.
• Paper size: Select the appropriate A2-size sheet for a horizontal 

orientation (varies with printer or plotter).
• Plot area: Layout

• Plot offset: 0,0

• Plot scale: 1:1 (1 mm = 1 unit)
• Do not check Scale lineweights

• Plot style table: monochrome.ctb

• Do not check Display plot styles

• Plot with plot styles

• Plot paperspace last

• Do not check Hide paperspace objects

• Drawing orientation: Select the appropriate orientation for a horizontal sheet 
(varies with printer or plotter). If necessary, pick the Plot upside-down check 
box to locate the origin exactly at the lower-left corner of the sheet.

 5. Create a new A1-size sheet layout according to the following steps:
A. Create a copy of the A2-SIZE layout and place it to the right of the A2-SIZE 

layout (move to end).
B. Rename the default A2-SIZE (2) to A1-SIZE.
C. Select the A1-SIZE layout and access the Page Setup Manager.
D. Make the following changes to the A1-SIZE page setup:

• Printer/plotter: Select a printer or plotter that can plot an A1-size sheet.
• Paper size: Select the appropriate A1-size sheet for a horizontal 

orientation (varies with printer or plotter).
• Drawing orientation: Select the appropriate orientation for a horizontal sheet 

(varies with printer or plotter). If necessary, pick the Plot upside-down check 
box to locate the origin exactly at the lower-left corner of the sheet.

 6. Follow these steps to add a border and title block to each layout:
A. Make the A-ANNO-TTBL layer current.
B. Select the A2-SIZE layout and make the following changes:

• Delete the default fl oating viewport.
• Use the INSERT command to insert the ARCH-A2-TITLE fi le located with 

the Chapter 29 Drawing Files on the companion website. Use a 0,0,0 
insertion point. Set the scale to 1,1,1 and rotation to 0.

• Access the Page Setup Manager and modify the page setup. Change the 
plot area to Extents and pick the Center the plot check box.
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C. Select the A1-SIZE layout and make the following changes:
• Delete the default fl oating viewport.
• Use the INSERT command to insert the ARCH-A1-TITLE fi le located with 

the Chapter 29 Drawing Files on the companion website. Use a 0,0,0 
insertion point. Set the scale to 1,1,1 and rotation to 0.

• Access the Page Setup Manager and modify the page setup. Change the 
plot area to Extents and pick the Center the plot check box.

 7. Follow these steps to add a single viewport to each layout:
A. Make the A-ANNO-NPLT layer current.
B. Select the A2-SIZE layout.
C. Create a single viewport with a lower-left corner at 52,32 and an upper-right 

corner at 496,388.
D. Select the A1-SIZE layout.
E. Create a single viewport with a lower-left corner at 52,32 and an upper-right 

corner at 743,562.
 8. Resave and close the template fi le.

Civil Drafting—US Customary Template Layouts
Follow these steps to add layouts to the US Customary civil drafting template. The 

layouts are set according to appropriate drafting standards and are appropriate for a 
variety of drawing projects and for developing drawing-specifi c templates. Page setup 
options may vary depending on the available printer or plotter.
 1. Open the Civil-US template fi le. Remember, you are opening the existing template 

fi le using the OPEN command, not creating a drawing based on a template fi le 
using the NEW command.

 2. Confi rm selection of the Edge of paper radio button in the Plot and Publish tab of 
the Options dialog box.

 3. Delete the default Layout2.
 4. Create a new C-size sheet layout according to the following steps:

A. Rename the default Layout1 to C-SIZE.
B. Select the C-SIZE layout and access the Page Setup Manager.
C. Modify the C-SIZE page setup according to the following settings:

• Printer/plotter: Select a printer or plotter that can plot a C-size sheet.
• Paper size: Select the appropriate C-size sheet for a horizontal orientation 

(varies with printer or plotter).
• Plot area: Layout

• Plot offset: 0,0

• Plot scale: 1:1 (1 in = 1 unit)
• Do not check Scale lineweights

• Plot style table: monochrome.ctb

• Do not check Display plot styles

• Plot with plot styles

• Plot paperspace last

• Do not check Hide paperspace objects

• Drawing orientation: Select the appropriate orientation for a horizontal sheet 
(varies with printer or plotter). If necessary, pick the Plot upside-down check 
box to locate the origin exactly at the lower-left corner of the sheet.

 5. Create a new D-size sheet layout according to the following steps:
A. Create a copy of the C-SIZE layout and place it to the right of the C-SIZE 

layout (move to end).
B. Rename the default C-SIZE (2) to D-SIZE.
C. Select the D-SIZE layout and access the Page Setup Manager.
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D. Make the following changes to the D-SIZE page setup:
• Printer/plotter: Select a printer or plotter that can plot a D-size sheet.
• Paper size: Select the appropriate D-size sheet for a horizontal orientation 

(varies with printer or plotter).
• Drawing orientation: Select the appropriate orientation for a horizontal sheet 

(varies with printer or plotter). If necessary, pick the Plot upside-down check 
box to locate the origin exactly at the lower-left corner of the sheet.

 6. Follow these steps to add a border and title block to each layout:
A. Make the C-ANNO-TTBL layer current.
B. Select the C-SIZE layout and make the following changes:

• Delete the default fl oating viewport.
• Use the INSERT command to insert the C-SIZE-TITLE fi le located with 

the Chapter 29 Drawing Files on the companion website. Use a 0,0,0 
insertion point. Set the scale to 1,1,1 and rotation to 0.

• Access the Page Setup Manager and modify the page setup. Change the 
plot area to Extents and pick the Center the plot check box.

C. Select the D-SIZE layout and make the following changes:
• Delete the default fl oating viewport.
• Use the INSERT command to insert the D-SIZE-TITLE fi le located with 

the Chapter 29 Drawing Files on the companion website. Use a 0,0,0 
insertion point. Set the scale to 1,1,1 and rotation to 0.

• Access the Page Setup Manager and modify the page setup. Change the 
plot area to Extents and pick the Center the plot check box.

 7. Follow these steps to add a single viewport to each layout:
A. Make the C-ANNO-NPLT layer current.
B. Select the C-SIZE layout.
C. Create a single viewport with a lower-left corner at 2.0″,1.25″ and an upper-right 

corner at 1′-6″, 1′-3.75″.
D. Select the D-SIZE layout.
E. Create a single viewport with a lower-left corner at 2.0″,1.25″ and an upper-right 

corner at 2′-6″, 1′-8.75″.
 8. Resave and close the template fi le.

Civil Drafting—Metric Template Layouts
Follow these steps to add layouts to the metric civil drafting template. The layouts 

are set according to appropriate drafting standards and are appropriate for a variety 
of drawing projects and for developing drawing-specifi c templates. Page setup options 
may vary depending on the available printer or plotter.
 1. Open the Civil-Metric template fi le. Remember, you are opening the existing 

template fi le using the OPEN command, not creating a drawing based on a 
template fi le using the NEW command.

 2. Confi rm selection of the Edge of paper radio button in the Plot and Publish tab of 
the Options dialog box.

 3. Delete the default Layout2.
 4. Create a new A2-size sheet layout according to the following steps:

A. Rename the default Layout1 to A2-SIZE.
B. Select the A2-SIZE layout and access the Page Setup Manager.
C. Modify the A2-SIZE page setup according to the following settings:

• Printer/plotter: Select a printer or plotter that can plot an A2-size sheet.
• Paper size: Select the appropriate A2-size sheet for a horizontal 

orientation (varies with printer or plotter).
• Plot area: Layout

• Plot offset: 0,0
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• Plot scale: 1:1 (1 mm = 1 unit)
• Do not check Scale lineweights

• Plot style table: monochrome.ctb

• Do not check Display plot styles

• Plot with plot styles

• Plot paperspace last

• Do not check Hide paperspace objects

• Drawing orientation: Select the appropriate orientation for a horizontal sheet 
(varies with printer or plotter). If necessary, pick the Plot upside-down check 
box to locate the origin exactly at the lower-left corner of the sheet.

 5. Create a new A1-size sheet layout according to the following steps:
A. Create a copy of the A2-SIZE layout and place it to the right of the A2-SIZE 

layout (move to end).
B. Rename the default A2-SIZE (2) to A1-SIZE.
C. Select the A1-SIZE layout and access the Page Setup Manager.
D. Make the following changes to the A1-SIZE page setup:

• Printer/plotter: Select a printer or plotter that can plot an A1-size sheet.
• Paper size: Select the appropriate A1-size sheet for a horizontal 

orientation (varies with printer or plotter).
• Drawing orientation: Select the appropriate orientation for a horizontal sheet 

(varies with printer or plotter). If necessary, pick the Plot upside-down check 
box to locate the origin exactly at the lower-left corner of the sheet.

 6. Follow these steps to add a border and title block to each layout:
A. Make the C-ANNO-TTBL layer current.
B. Select the A2-SIZE layout and make the following changes:

• Delete the default fl oating viewport.
• Use the INSERT command to insert the CIVIL-A2-TITLE fi le located with 

the Chapter 29 Drawing Files on the companion website. Use a 0,0,0 
insertion point. Set the scale to 1,1,1 and rotation to 0.

• Access the Page Setup Manager and modify the page setup. Change the 
plot area to Extents and pick the Center the plot check box.

C. Select the A1-SIZE layout and make the following changes:
• Delete the default fl oating viewport.
• Use the INSERT command to insert the CIVIL-A1-TITLE fi le located with 

the Chapter 29 Drawing Files on the companion website. Use a 0,0,0 
insertion point. Set the scale to 1,1,1 and rotation to 0.

• Access the Page Setup Manager and modify the page setup. Change the 
plot area to Extents and pick the Center the plot check box.

 7. Follow these steps to add a single viewport to each layout:
A. Make the C-ANNO-NPLT layer current.
B. Select the A2-SIZE layout.
C. Create a single viewport with a lower-left corner at 52,32 and an upper-right 

corner at 496,388.
D. Select the A1-SIZE layout.
E. Create a single viewport with a lower-left corner at 52,32 and an upper-right 

corner at 743,562.
 8. Resave and close the template fi le.
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